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THE GRAY DESIGN BUILDING
services. Consistently ranked as a leader in the industry, Gray focuses on the following markets for domestic and international customers: Food & Beverage, Manufacturing, Automotive, Distribution, Mission Critical and Commercial. Founded in 1960, Gray's robust offering enables the company to create one-of-a-kind solutions at the highest levels of customization, delivering unmatched precision and partnership to some of the world's most sophisticated organizations.

Our Relationship with Gray: Past and Future

• Gray, Inc. is considered one of the pre-eminent design-build companies in the country. The Gray family has deep roots in Lexington and the Commonwealth and is recognized as an industry leader in design-build.

• Gray has employed hundreds of UK alumni over the years, and there are 15 UK grads on the Gray leadership team.

• From several generations of UK alumni as employees to the Lois Gray scholarship, the Gray Design Building will only strengthen our relationship and help continue building the bridge between UK and Lexington.

• On August 8, 2022, we will publicly announce the gift at a special groundbreaking ceremony, to include CoD alumni, Gray alumni, UK administration and members of the Lexington community.

• To show our gratitude in perpetuity, the Gray company will be represented in a prominent location in the new building so visitors can see that there are opportunities to engage with an internationally renowned company, which will support our goal of retaining more Kentucky talent.

Your gift, their future.

There is still time to contribute to our Firm-to-Studio campaign, scholarships, and additional naming opportunities. We invite you to be a part of the next chapter in our mission. Please contact Assistant Vice President for Philanthropy Don Witt (dwitt@uky.edu) or Dean Mitzi Vernon (vernon@uky.edu) to learn more.